
We specialise in providing personalised guidance to 

individuals with an aim to boost each student’s progress 

exponentially. You will be coached progressively with the 

purpose of expressing ballet beautifully.

ADULT BALLET

 GUIDE BOOK
For Adult 
Students



Innovative Ballet & Exemplary Education 

The technique of classical ballet is learned and perfected through a highly-structured daily regime of 

classroom work delivered by experienced professionals. Technique is maintained, strengthened and 

constantly refined. We encourage self-discovery and nurture the artistic development of each and every 

student. Our ballet students thrive on the positive and inspiring atmosphere created by the faculty who 

knows that confidence and happiness will allow their students to be the very best that they can be.

Each class is limited to 8 - 10 students, catered to every individual and the teacher will adapt the 

classwork technique to your child’s capabilities. 



Classes

Adult Ballet Class All levels

Adult Pointe

Repertoire

All levels

Min 1-2 years of ballet 
experience required



Click here to view Yearly Calendar and Schedules

2024 Yearly Calendar & Schedules

https://www.maballet.com/schedule1


Pay As You Plié

There are 3 new universal packages that everyone can choose from.  
The great news is that these new packages can apply to ALL adult classes!

No. of Classes Fee Validity (from first class) Recommend

30 Classes $1,080 11 weeks 
For student who takes 

multiple classes per week

15 Classes $555 10 weeks
For student takes 

more than 2 classes a week

5 Classes $200 8 weeks
For student who likes to 

have flexibility

Pricing per class for each package is standardised to the same rate regardless of duration (between 1 hr - 1.5 hrs).
Rates between packages are independent of one another.



Package Extension
We will not be able to extend your 
package validity. However, if you were 
to sustain an injury, please promptly 
provide us with a copy of a medical 
certificate procured by your doctor and 
we will extend your package accordingly. 

POLICY & NOTES

Portal / Payment Error
1. If you click cancel after making a payment, 

the credit will not apply to your account. 

2. The validity of your new package will be set 
automatically to the date of its first class. 
The system will restrict bookings for earlier 
classes once this validity is set. Therefore, 
please book your classes in chronological 
order as much as possible.

3. We kindly suggest that not buying multiple 
new packages at once, and instead purchase 
a new one after the current one is used up 
or expires.

4. Please note that after using a new package 
to enrol for a class, our system is unable to 
recalculate its validity when you request to 
change that package’s start date. 

Refund 

No refunds will be allowed under 
any circumstances. 

Absent Policy 
We have been experiencing several 
occurrences of class bookings/ 
cancellations at the last minute, resulting 
in multiple administrative backlogs and 
insufficient preparation time for teachers 
and auto-enrolled students.
Therefore, we have decided to change the 
cancellation policy to 24 hours prior to 
the class’ start time. 


